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AJDITLONAL AFSIDAVIT OF HARCLD WEISBERG 4e
 

1. In affidavits of February 21 and March 1, 1983, I attest to the burdensome- 

ness of de"endant's discovery efforts, to the fact that they are not necessary and 

not even claimed to be necessary, that they are for other and improper purposes, and 

that the FBl has continued to swear falsely: in this litigation, My March 1 

atfidavit incorporates a copy of a recently disclosed FBI record which reveals that 

the FBI knew it was swearing falsely in swearing that the search slips provided in 

this case are both genuine and complete, That attachment to my March 1 affidavit is 

a record that should have been provided to me in this instant cause, I ebtained it 

ween it was provided to another litigant. Among the FBI records disclosed to this 

other litigant are several which leave it without question that the FBI knew it swore 

falsely in regard to the searches it was directed to make pertaining to those known 

as "critics" of the official investigations of the assassination of President Kennedy, 

I attested that the FBl has a general stonewalling policy with regard to the political 

assasinations and my in?rormation requests and that some of its records pertaining 

to "critics" are and will be embarrassing to the FBI if disclosed, I also attested 

earlier that the matter of "critics" had been discussed with me by the appeals office 

on a number of occasions; that it had directed that 'BI to search and process inftore- 

mation pertaining to these individual critics; that the FBI and the anpeals office 

knew very well that tre }BI has no filing provision for such subjects as "criticsy 

who are filed by name; and that the FBI had merely concocted the fairy tale that it 

had been directed to make a search for the topic "critics" or "criticism" and no more, 

ard then swore vo ite furraicaticn, 

2. Three other FBI records just disclosed in this other litigation state that 

it is not able to retrieve specific topical information from its assa@ssination files 
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YoLs Wes common knowledje in the "I, and was well known in the Division that 

hancwies FOIA matvers long berore its concoction in this instant cause, as my 

prior affidavits state, 

3e ina September 16, 1977 memo addressed to the Denartment's Lidson with 

the House Select Committee on Assassinations (HSCA) the FBI states twice that it 

has no topical retrieval capability. (Exhibit 1, See first sentence, last para- 

graph, page Lau last oucence in note on page ©, ) 

4. Two other BI records state specifically that it cannot retrieve infor- 

mation by subject. . The iBL's Director's letter of December 13, 1976 io the 

Depariment's Office of Legislative Affairs (Exhibit 2) encloses a memu to HSCA 

of the same date (Exhibit 3). In the first of these two exhibits first sentence 

last paragraph, the FBI states that with regard to "topical information" it “has 

no retrieval capability." Essentially the same thing is stateg@ at the same point 

in the memo to the ESCA, 

5. These three newly-disclosed FBI records make it apparent that it knew it 

could not file and retrieve by such topics as "critics," and that knowing the truth 

the FBI merely cooked up and swore to a false story for the ulterior purposes I 

have set forth throughout this long-stonewalled litigation, 

6, I note again that SA John N, Phillips is the !BI's supervisor in both this 

instant cause and in the other litigation in which he has just disclosed the records 

Tattach, It is he wi:o attested to tne fabrication that the FBI had been directed 

to search only on the subject of "critics" and not by name, the way FBI files are 

arranged, 

7. Once again it is ayparent that the FBI reguired no discovery from me to 

know that it fabricated an impossibility and then swore to its fabrication, The 

FBI also requires no discovery from me to know that it cannot search or retrieve on



~ 

the subject of "critics" but is required to search by name, that being the way 

the FuI's files are set up, 

      An OLD | 

sisoe.iCk COUNTY, MARYSAND 

Helore me this @nd day of March 1983 Deponent Harold Weisberg has avpeared and 

Signed this affidavit, first having sworn that the statements made therein are true, 

hiy commission expires July 1, 1986, 

NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND “OR 
FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 
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~ Evhibet / Ot 7F 0372/0 420 

1 - Mr. Peelman 

, 1 - Mr. Foster 
Assistant Attorney General 1 - Mr. Clark 
Criminal Division September 16, 1977 
Attention: Mr. Robert L. Keuch 

1 — Mr. Mintz (Attn: 
emyemee . ~ Mr. Daly) ’ Director, FBI POMUL Gover menrE 1 - Mr. Coulson 

Gass SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSIMATIONS 
DU. 8. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (HSCA) 

Enclosed Are the original and two copies of a 
memorandum responding in full to an HSCA request by letter of 
August 22, 1977,/signed by Congressman Louls Stokes, Chairman, and received by the FBI on September 8, 1977.     

HSCA 

With regard to the “skull fragment," a Committee 
representative subsequently advised that, in addition to 
Admiral Burkley, President Kennedy's personal physician, 
a William Harper and Dr. Jack C. Harper, were involved in the 
acquisition or possession of the fragment. Based on these 
names, @ search of FBI Headquarters files has disclosed ‘- 
pertinent documents which had already been prepared and were 
available for the “Eig access. These identified documents 
remain available. 

nc G2- 79290 - ALY 
With regard to the other matters, the Comittee's 

retrieval capability that enables it to extract complete, specific 
topical information from the entire John F. Kennedy investi- 
gative file. However, this file has been available for the 
Committee's access should it choose to review it for the — 
information it seeks. It is pointed out that Committe“Inquiry 

‘te apastnPough the National Archives and Records Service nor tite 

” attention is once again invited to the fact that the FBI has no 
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Assistant Attorney General * 
Criminal Division 
Attention: Mr. Robert L. Keuch 

NOTE: This matter has been coordinated with the Legal Liaison and Congressional Affairs Unit, Legal Cdunsel Division, and all retrievable documents in file have been organized into 
one folder for the Committee's access in the Congressional Inquiry Unit s,ace, room 8988. By Bureau response of 12/13/76, to a Committee request, the Department and Committee were 
advised that the FBI has no topical retrieval capability in this 
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-. 1 - Mr. Gallagher 
~ 1 - Mr. Peelman 

    

    

   
   

    

   

   

    

   
       

    
        

a Assistant Attorney General December 13, 1976 
ne Office of Legislative ALL ai na eenL GOTO Le Mr. I 

ee - » sngram 
Director, FBI 1 - Mr. Lawn 

2 - Mr. Mintz (Att: 
fi 0 Mr. Daly) 

~ SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS __ 
UNITED STATES BOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (HSCA) 
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Enclosed for your approval and forwarding to the 
Committee is an original of a memorandum together with 
seventy-six pages of information which have previously been 
released to other requesters under the Freedom of Iaformation “%: 
Act. A copy of the memorandum is furnished for your record: 
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' It is being pointed out to HSCA, that the FBI ha 
no retrieval capability, at the present time, to extract 
complete, specific, topical information from the entire 
Kennedy investigative file. Sowever, this file is being 
prepared for the access of HSCA and it is felt that NSCA's 
thorough review of documents contained therein will provide 
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we - 1 - Mr. Gallagher 
l - Mr. Peelman 

, | December 13, 1976 

‘ 1 - Mr. Ingram 
1 - Mr. Lawn 

2 - Mr. Mintz (Att: 
Mr. Daly) 

SELECT COMMITTEE OW ASSASSIMATIONS 
OMNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (HSCA) 

HSCA     
ares The material belng Fo rrlabad ot thin © fame 

se ati _        
     

Pp. 
d , Teedom of Tnformation Act. ze 

Inclades seventy-three pages of laboratory data and a 
three page letter to the Honorable J. Lee Rankin, dated 
August 12, 1964, for a total of seventy-six pages. 

Since a topical index is mot maintained at ¥YBI 
Beadquarters whereby this Bureau can readily and omplete! 
retrieve a)) references contained in our Filer ey ; 
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